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If the same-sex marriage debate tells us one thing, itâ€™s that rights do not exist in a vacuum. What

works for one side at the ballot box often fails in the courtroom. Conservative opponents of

same-sex marriage used appeals to religious liberty and parental rights to win ballot measure

campaigns, but could not duplicate this success in court. Looking at the same-sex marriage debate

at the ballot box and in the courts, this timely book offers unique insights into one of the most fluid

social and legal issues of our dayâ€”and into the role of institutional context in how rights are

used.Why, Joseph Mello asks, did conservative opponents of same-sex marriage enjoy such an

advantage when debating this issue in the popular arena of a ballot measure campaign? And why

were they less successful at mobilizing the language of rights in the courts? His analysis shows us

that rights don't just entitle us to resources; they also shape the way we see ourselves and are

perceived by others. Thus, by using the language of rights to frame their cause, conservative

opponents of same-sex marriage were able to construe themselves as victims of oppression, their

religious and moral beliefs under threat. The same language, however, proved less useful, or even

counterproductive, in courtrooms, Mello concludes, because the courtâ€™s norms and constraints

force arguments to undergo more searching scrutinyâ€”and rights-based arguments against

same-sex marriage contain discriminatory stereotypes that cannot be supported with evidence.In its

analysis of the same-sex marriage issue, The Courts, the Ballot Box, and Gay Rights provides

insights that illuminate some of the most salient rights-based issues of our timeâ€”including

affirmative action, abortion, immigration, and drug policy. The book offers a new way of

understanding how such issues are decided, and how important context can be in determining the

outcome.
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"In The Courts, the Ballot Box, and Gay Rights, Joseph Mello provides a nuanced, detailed analysis

of the importance of context for the development of arguments for and against same-sex marriage.

This book fundamentally transforms our understanding of how social movements develop

arguments by connecting two arenas of contention that are typically analyzed separatelyâ€”the

courts and the ballot box." â€”Amy L. Stone, author of Gay Rights at the Ballot Box "Joseph Mello

shifts attention from the conventional question of which officials should decide policy issues to how

different institutional environments variably shape the structure and terms of policy debates. The

author offers an extended case study of conservative opposition to marriage equality in and beyond

the courtroom to illustrate his thesis about variations in organizational â€˜bias.â€™ Scholars

interested in rights-based social movements, institutional policy processes, and socio-legal studies

generally will find this clearly written, well organized book both insightful and compelling."â€”Michael

McCann, author of Rights at Work: Pay Equity Reform and the Politics of Legal Mobilization"Joseph

Mello shifts attention from the conventional question of which officials should decide policy issues to

how different institutional environments variably shape the structure and terms of policy debates.

The author offers an extended case study of conservative opposition to marriage equality in and

beyond the courtroom to illustrate his thesis about variations in organizational 'bias.' Scholars

interested in rights-based social movements, institutional policy processes, and socio-legal studies

generally will find this clearly written, well organized book both insightful and compelling."â€”Michael

McCann, author of Rights at Work: Pay Equity Reform and the Politics of Legal Mobilization"In The

Courts, the Ballot Box, and Gay Rights, Joseph Mello provides a nuanced, detailed analysis of the

importance of context for the development of arguments for and against same-sex marriage. This

book fundamentally transforms our understanding of how social movements develop arguments by

connecting two arenas of contention that are typically analyzed separatelyâ€”the courts and the

ballot box." â€”Amy L. Stone, author of Gay Rights at the Ballot Box

Joseph Mello is assistant professor of political science at DePaul University in Chicago.
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